Aristophanes Fr 0 g 5 819
Commentators have always had to resort to conjecture to explain
the expression oXLV~OIJ.OCj.1111V 1totpot~6VLot satisfactorily, for ehe ancient explanations make nonsense. But though Van Herwerden's 1totpot~6IXVIX,
adopted by Wilamowitz (G r i e chi s c h e Ver s k uns t 352) in conjunction with Blass' Oj.1LAEUj.1IX'tOEpyoli, is now considered less improbable,
the received text should have preference, if it can be explained reasonably
and more convincingly than by Taillardat (REG 1948) and Radermacher,
both of whose explanations suffer from the weakness that they assurne
the association of subtlety (oxLvIlOCAIXj.10L) and noisiness, a most improbable
conjuncture.
I suggest that a far more likely association for sub t let i e s is the
word f 0 ren s i c; and that the word 1t(xpIX~6vLO\;, a most characteristic
Greek adjectival formation (Debrunner, G r i e chi sc h e Wo r t b i 1dun g sie h r e, § 51, § 147) was used here by Aristophanes as the
approximate equivalent of ~LXIXVLX6\;, the reference being to the a~OVE\; set
up in the Stoa Basileios, pre-eminently a place of judgement (RE s. v.
'Stoa'). The expression then means 'forensic subtleties', the construction
being of the type of s t rat a via rum (cf. Norden on A e n. vi 633).
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The well-known forensie tendenciesof Euripides harmonise weil
with this explanation (P e ace 534;F rag s 775, with Radermacher's
note, and. the schol. ad loc. explaining the popularity of E. 's forensie
skill wirb the 'tOLXWpUXOL). So daes Aristophanes' tendency to indicate the
courts obliquely by allusion to court appurtenances, as implied in this
explanation: Ach. 692 yepov't' cX1tOUClCX( 1tOIÜOV aV(JplX 1tspl XASq,U(JpIXV (cf. ibo
683; Was p s 92 sq., 124, 321, 349, 386, 552; Bi r d s 1694: frg. 210 K.).
Further, the expression OIlÜsUI~IX'ta. 't'epyUlv wirh which the words oxwolXAa.I1UlV
1tIXPIX~OV(1X are linked, is an I r 0 n i sie run g of the terminology of sophistic
rhetoric (Radermacher; cf. frg. 609 K.), and so, harmonises with the above
interpretation in view of the dose connection of sophistic rhetoric with
the courts (cf. Bi r d s 1694-1705; Was p s 421; Knights 1375 sqq.,
where the idle young discuss a court case in a burlesque of sophistic
jargon). The only other example of the use of the ward OXWMAIX110(
in Aristophanes has forensie implications: at Clou d s 130, Strepsiades,
whose sole aim is to acquire the forensie skill to get rid of his debts,
views the learning of the necessary oXW(J'XAlXllO( with misgiving.
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